Background: Many gene variants modulate the individual perception of pain and possibly also its persistence. The limited selection of single functional variants is increasingly being replaced by analyses of the full coding and regulatory sequences of pain-relevant genes accessible by means of next generation sequencing (NGS).
INTRODUCTION
Persisting pain has been proposed to result from a gene environment interaction where nerve injuries or inflammatory processes act as triggers while the clinical symptoms develop only in a minority of subjects (Lee and Tracey, 2013) . A role of the genetic background in pain is supported by evidence of many variants modulating the individual perception of pain and the development of its persistence (Diatchenko et al., 2005; Lötsch et al., 2009b; Mogil, 2012) . Genetic variants have been reported to confer protection against pain such as the rs1799971 variant in the µ-opioid receptor gene (OPRM1) , or to increase the risk for persisting pain such as the rs12584920 variant of the 5-hydroxytryptamine receptor 2A gene (HTR2A) (Nicholl et al., 2011) or the rs734784 polymorphism in the voltagegated potassium ion channel modifier, subfamily S member 1, gene (KCNS1) (Costigan et al., 2010) . Nevertheless, the genetic background of persisting pain is still incompletely understood (Mogil, 2009; Lötsch and Geisslinger, 2010) and under intense discussion.
Until recently, research focused on the role of selected functional genetic variants as protective or risk factors of persisting pain. This has changed with the broader availability of next generation sequencing (NGS) (Metzker, 2010) . To make use of these technical advancements, we developed a custom AmpliSeq TM library and sequencing assay for efficient detection of genetic variants possibly associated with persisting pain. We propose an assay of a set of 77 genes supported by evidence of an involvement in pain and its development toward persistence. The set size fully uses the technical specifications of the AmpliSeq TM gene sequencing library technique.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Selection of Genes Relevant for Persisting Pain
A set of candidate genes with shown or biologically plausible relevance to persisting pain was created by applying a combination of criteria, which provided three different genetic subsets. Subset 1 was chosen exclusively on the basis of computational functional genomics based on a recently published analysis of persisting pain regarded as displaying systemic features of learning and neuronal plasticity (Mansour et al., 2014) . As discussed previously (Ultsch et al., 2016) , the view of chronic pain as a dysregulation in biological processes of learning and neuronal plasticity (Alvarado et al., 2013) seems to be captured by the controlled vocabulary (Camon et al., 2004) of the Gene Ontology (GO) knowledge base by the GO terms "learning or memory" (GO:0007611) 1 and "nervous system development" (GO: 0007399) 2 . An intersection of the genes annotated to these GO terms with a set of 539 "pain genes" identified empirically as relevant to pain provided the first subset of 34 genes described in detail previously (Ultsch et al., 2016) . Briefly, the intersecting 1 http://amigo.geneontology.org/amigo/term/GO:0007611 2 http://amigo.geneontology.org/amigo/term/GO:0007399 set of so-called "pain genes" consists of a combination of (i) genes listed in the PainGenes database (Lacroix-Fralish et al., 2007) 3 , (ii) genes causally involved in human hereditary diseases associated with extreme pain phenotypes, (iii) genes found to be associated with chronic pain in at least three human studies, and (iv) genes coding for targets of novel analgesics under clinical development .
Subset 2 consisted of genes that were reported to carry variants modulating the risk or the phenotypic symptoms in at least two different clinical settings of persisting pain. They were obtained using (i) a PubMed database search for the string "(chronic OR persisting OR neuropathic OR back OR inflammatory OR musculoskeletal OR visceral OR widespread OR idiopathic OR fibromyalgia) AND pain AND (polymorphism OR variant) NOT review, " to which genes highlighted in overviews on pain genetics (e.g., Edwards, 2006) were added. The intersection of the queried genes with the set of 539 "pain genes" (see above) provided a subset of 13 genes ( Table 1) .
Finally, subset 3 comprised genes that have consistently been included in human pain research projects over the last several years. One of them is the OPRM1 gene that codes for the human µ-opioid receptor and which has been shown to modulate the time course of persisting cancer pain by delaying the necessity of opioid treatment . However, further genes were added such as the GDNF gene coding for the glial cell derived neurotrophic factor, which has been shown to be involved in a glia-dependent mechanism of neuropathic pain although no modulating human genetic variants have been reported so far. Following expert counseling within the EUfunded "glial-opioid interface in chronic pain, GLORIA" research consortium (Kringel and Lötsch, 2015) 4 , a subset of 30 genes ( Table 1) was identified. Thus, the complete set as the union of the three subsets comprised 43 + 13 + 30 = 77 genes that are proposed to be included in an NGS panel of human persisting pain.
DNA Sample Origin
Due to the costs of assay development (for details, see second paragraph of the Discussion), the Ampliseq TM panel was established in a limited number of n = 72 DNA samples. This corresponds to the number of samples used in comparable recent studies for NGS assay establishment and validation (Bruera et al., 2018; De Luca et al., 2018; Mustafa et al., 2018; Shah et al., 2018) . To further limit the project costs, the Ampliseq TM panel was established in a subset of samples originating from a clinical cohort of 1,000 women who had undergone breast cancer surgery (Kaunisto et al., 2013; Lötsch et al., 2018) . The study followed the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the Coordinating Ethics Committee of the Helsinki University Hospital. Each participating subject had provided a written informed consent including genetic studies.
Specifically, for the presently reported method establishment, a subsample of 72 women (age 58.4 ± 8 years, mean ± standard deviation, weight 69.3 ± 11 kg), was drawn from the clinical Subset #1 comprises d = 34 genes that had resulted from a computational functional genomics analysis (Ultsch et al., 2016) pursuing the hypothesis that persisting pain displays systemic features of learning and neuronal plasticity (Mansour et al., 2014) . Hence, from a set of genes identified empirically as relevant to pain and listed in the PainGenes database (http://www.jbldesign.com/jmogil/enter.html, Lacroix-Fralish et al., 2007) , those were selected that are annotated to the Gene Ontology (Ashburner et al., 2000) terms "learning or memory" and "nervous system development." The references are those found to provide evidence for an association with pain, except for PTPRZ1 that was a novel finding in (Ultsch et al., 2016) . Subset #2 comprises d = 13 genes identified empirically as relevant to pain and listed in the PainGenes database (http://www.jbldesign.com/jmogil/enter.html, Lacroix-Fralish et al., 2007) and reported to carry variants that modulated the risk or the symptomatology in at least two different clinical settings of persisting paint. Subset #3 comprises d = 30 genes repeatedly shown during the last several years to play a role in the human genetics of persisting pain or recently reported as novel players.
subgroup not having developed persisting pain during the observation period. This was believed to come closer to a random sample than a mixture of patients with persisting and without persisting pain. This limitation of the sample selection has probably affected which and how many variants were identified. However, it is unlikely to have jeopardized the general applicability of the gene selection heuristics, assay establishment and validation, and of the functional analysis of the selected subset of genes. 
DNA Template Preparation and Amplification
Sequencing
Enriched ISPs which carried many copies of the same DNA fragment were subjected to sequencing on an Ion 318 Chip to sequence pooled libraries with seven to eight samples. During this process, bases are inferred from light intensity signals, a process commonly referred to as base-calling (Ledergerber and Dessimoz, 2011) . The number of combined libraries that can be accommodated in a single sequencing run depends on the size of the chip, the balance of barcoded library concentration, and the coverage required. The high-capacity 318 chip was chosen (instead of the low-capacity 314 or the medium-capacity 316 chip) to obtain a high sequencing depth of coverage for a genomic DNA library with >95% of bases at 30x. Sequencing was performed using the sequencing kit (Ion PGM Hi-Q Sequencing Kit; Life Technologies, Darmstadt, Germany) as per the manufacturer's instructions with the 200 bp singleend run configuration. This kit contained the most advanced sequencing chemistry available to users of the Ion PGM System (Life Technologies, Darmstadt, Germany).
Data Analysis
Bioinformatics Generation of Sequence Information
The raw data (unmapped BAM-files) from the sequencing runs were processed using Torrent Suite Software (Version 5.2.2, Life Technologies, Darmstadt, Germany) to generate read alignments which were filtered by the software into mapped BAM-files using the reference genomic sequence (hg19) of target genes. Variant calling was performed with the Torrent Variant Caller Plugin using as key parameters: minimum allele frequency = 0.15, minimum quality = 10, minimum coverage = 20 and minimum coverage on either strand = 3.
The annotation of called variants was done using the Ion Reporter Software (Version 4.4; Life Technologies, Darmstadt, Germany) for the VCF files that contained the nucleotide reads and the GenomeBrowse R software (Version 2.0.4, Golden Helix, Bozeman, MT, United States) to map the sequences to the reference sequences GRCh37 hg19 (dated February 2009). The SNP and Variation Suite software (Version 8.4.4; Golden Helix, Bozeman, MT, United States) was used for the analysis of sequence quality, coverage and for variant identification.
Based on the observed allelic frequency, the expected number of homozygous and heterozygous carriers of the respective SNP (single nucleotide polymorphism) was calculated using the Hardy-Weinberg equation. Only variants within the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium as assessed using Fisher's exact test (Emigh, 1980) were retained. The SNP and Variation Suite software (Version 8.4.4; Golden Helix, Bozeman, MT, United States) was used for the analysis of sequence quality, coverage and for variant identification.
Assay Validation
Method validation was accomplished by means of Sanger sequencing (Sanger and Coulson, 1975; Sanger et al., 1977) in an independent external laboratory (Eurofins Genomics, Ebersberg, Germany). As performed previously with different AmpliSeq TM panels (Kringel et al., 2017) and other genotyping assays (Skarke et al., 2004 (Skarke et al., , 2005 , four DNA samples have been chosen randomly from an independent cohort of healthy subjects and sequenced with the current NGS panel. For the detected variant type, single nucleotide polymorphisms from five different genomic regions for which clinical associations have been reported (Table 2) , i.e., rs324420 (FAAH), rs333970 (CSF1), rs4986790 (TLR4), rs4633 (COMT), and rs17151558 (RELN) were chosen for external sequencing. Amplification of the respective DNA segments was done using PCR primer pairs (forward, reverse) of (i) 
RESULTS
The NGS assay of the proposed set of 77 human genes relevant to persisting pain was established in 72 genomic DNA samples. As applied previously (Kringel et al., 2017) , only exons including 25 bases of padding around all targeted coding regions for which the realized read-depths for each nucleotide was higher than 20 were contemplated as successfully analyzed. With this acceptance criterion the whole or almost whole coverage of the relevant sequences was obtained ( Table 1; for details on missing variants, see Supplementary Table 3 ). The NGS sequencing process of the whole patient cohort required ten separate runs, each with samples of n = 7 or n = 8 patients. Coverage statistics were analogous between all runs and matched the scope of accepted quality levels [20] [21] [22] . A median of 2.85 · 10 6 reads per run was produced. The mean depth was close to 200 reads, the mean read length of called bases resulted in 205 bases and average chip loading was 71% ( Figure 1A ). To establish a sequencing output with a high density of ISPs on a sequencing chip, the chip loading value should exceed 60% (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, United States).
The generated results of all NGS runs matched with the results obtained with Sanger sequencing of random samples (Figure 1B) , meaning the accordance of nucleotide sequences between NGS and Sanger sequencing was 100% in all validated samples. Following elimination of nucleotides agreeing with the standard human genome sequence GRCh37 g1k (dated February 2009), the result of the NGS consisted of a vector of nucleotide information about the d = 77 genes for each individual DNA sample (Figure 2) . This vector had a length equaling the set union of the number of chromosomal positions in which a nonreference nucleotide had been found in any probe of the actual cohort. Specifically, a total of 3,185 genetic variants was found, of This sequencing run had a 76% loading, which ensures a high Ion Sphere Particles (ISP) density. Every 318 chip contains 11 million wells and the color scale on the right side conduces as a loading indicator. Deep red coloration stays for a 100% loading, which means that every well in this area contains an ISP (templated and non-templated) whereas deep blue coloration implies that the wells in this area are empty. (B) Alignment of a segment of the ion torrent sequence of the COMT gene as a Golden Helix Genome Browse R readout versus the same sequence according to an externally predicted Sanger electropherogram. Highlighted is the COMT variant rs4633 (COMT c.186C>T → p.His62 = ) as a heterozygous mutation and a non-mutated wild type. The SNP is part of the functional COMT haplotype comprising rs4633, rs4818 and rs4680, which showed >11-fold difference in expressed enzyme activity and was reported to be associated with different phenotypes of pain sensitivity (Diatchenko et al., 2005) . which 659 were located in coding parts of the genes, 1,241 were located in introns and 1,285 in the 3 -UTR, 5 -UTR, upstream or downstream regions. The coding variants for which a clinical or phenotypic association have been reported are listed in Table 2 together with an example of each variant. Most of the observed variants were single nucleotide polymorphisms (d = 571) whereas mixed polymorphisms (d = 26), nucleotide insertions (d = 18) or nucleotide deletions (d = 44) were more rarely found.
DISCUSSION
In this report, development and validation of a novel Ampliseq TM NGS assay for the coding regions and boundary parts of d = 77 genes qualifying as candidate modulators of persisting pain is described. The NGS assay produced nucleotide sequences that corresponded, with respect to the selected validation probes, to the results of classical Sanger sequencing. However, the NGS assay substantially reduced the laboratory effort to obtain the genetic information and provides the perquisites to be used in high throughput environments. In particular, the presented NGS assay is convenient for small up to large-scale setups. As mentioned in the methods section, a limitation of the present results applies to the identified genetic variants as only samples from Caucasian women were included. By contrast, the validity of gene selection and assay establishment is unlikely to be reduced by this selection chosen to remain within the financial limits of the present project.
Specifically, as observed previously (Kringel et al., 2017) , the comprehensive genetic information and the high throughput are reflected in the assay costs. Specifically, sequencing of the 77 genes in 72 DNA samples required approximately € 18,000 for the AmpliSeq TM custom panel, € 5,500 for library preparation, € 700 for template preparation and € 700 for sequencing. Ten 318 sequencing chips cost around € 7,000 and in addition and basic consumables and laboratory supplies issued approximately € 800. With 7-8 barcoded samples loaded on ten chips, the expense to analyses the gene sequence for a single patient were around € 325. While NGS costs are likely to decrease in the near future (Lohmann and Klein, 2014) , present assay establishment was therefore applied in DNA samples planned for future genotype versus phenotype association analysis, which required using DNA from patients of a pain-relevant cohort instead from a true random sample of healthy subjects.
As a result of the present assay development, a set of d = 77 genes was chosen as potentially relevant to persisting pain. The chosen set of genes differs from alternative proposals aiming at similar phenotypes (Mogil, 2012; Zorina-Lichtenwalter et al., 2016) . However, when analyzing these alternatives for mutual agreement, only limited overlap could be observed (Figure 3) . This emphasizes that the genetic architecture of persisting pain is incompletely understood, and several independent lines of research can be pursued. Of note, the present set showed the largest agreement with a set of d = 539 genes identified empirically as relevant to pain and listed in the PainGenes database (Lacroix-Fralish et al., 2007) 6 or recognized as causing human hereditary diseases associated with extreme pain phenotypes Ultsch et al., 2016) . Combining all proposals into a large panel was not an option due to the technical limitations of the IonTorrent restricting the panel size to 500 kb (pipeline version 5.6.2); therefore, further genes would need to be addressed in separate panels.
In the present study sample, selected with a certain bias by using, as explained above for cost saving, clinical samples from only women and only Caucasians, a total of 659 genetic coding variants were found. Regardless of the sample preselection, 105 clinical associations (Table 2) could be queried for the observed variants from openly obtainable data sources comprising (i) the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM R ) database 7 , (ii) the NCBI gene index database 8 , the GeneCards database 9 [27] and the "1000 Genomes Browser" 10 (all accessed in December 2017). The observation of functional variants in the present cohort preselected for the absence of pain persistence is plausible as (i) variants can exert protective effects against chronic pain and (ii) most genetic variants identified so far exert only small effects on pain and the individual result of their functional modulations depends on their combined effects or from the sum of positive and negative effects on pain perception (Lötsch et al., 2009a) .
The selection of genes (Table 1 ) relied on empirical evidence of their involvement in pain. For subset #1 (d = 34), this had been shown for 33 genes in the original paper (Ultsch et al., 2016) . As the hypothesis that persisting pain displays systemic features of learning and of neuronal plasticity (Mansour et al., 2014) could be substantiated at a computational functional genomics level, the further gene (PTPRZ1, protein tyrosine phosphatase Z 1) can also be regarded as supported by prior knowledge to be included in the present set. The subset comprised, for example, genes associated with the mesolimbic dopaminergic system, i.e., DRD1, DRD2, DRD3, which code for dopamine receptors, and TH, which is the coding gene for the tyrosine hydroxylase, a metabolic restricting enzyme in dopaminergic pathways, which have been implicated in promoting chronic back pain (Hagelberg et al., 2003 (Hagelberg et al., , 2004 Jaaskelainen et al., 2014; Martikainen et al., 2015) . Further 14 genes were involved in the circadian rhythm recognized as a modulatory factor in various pain conditions such as arthritis (Haus et al., 2012; Gibbs and Ray, 2013) and neuropathic pain (Gilron and Ghasemlou, 2014) . The subset further included three NMDA receptor genes (GRIN1, GRIN2A, and GRIN2B) known to be major players in a number of essential physiological functions including neuroplasticity (Coyle and Tsai, 2004) . In addition, metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluR) have been implemented in several chronic pain conditions. One subtype, mGluR5, coded by GRM5, is of particular interest in the context of pain conditions as recent studies showed a pro-nociceptive role of mGluR5 in models of chronic pain (Walker et al., 2001; Crock et al., 2012) . Furthermore, genes associated with histaminergic signaling such as HRH3 have been implicated in pain transmission (Hough and Rice, 2011) and analgesia (Huang et al., 2007) .
The second subset of genes relied on a new PubMed search rather than on a previously published and hypothesisbased selection of candidate genes. A computational functional genomics analysis of this subset (details not shown) suggested its involvement in (i) immune processes and (ii) nitric oxide signaling. The genes annotated to the GO term "immune system process" included interleukin (IL1B, IL4, IL6, IL10) (Dinarello, 1994; Choi and Reiser, 1998; Mocellin et al., 2004; Nemeth et al., 2004) and histocompatibility complex related (HLA-B) genes (Dupont and Ceppellini, 1989) , which have been shown to be involved in immunological mechanisms of pain (Sato et al., 2002; de Rooij et al., 2009) . This is also supported by published evidence for the further genes in this list, such as, TNF (Vassalli, 1992; Franchimont et al., 1999) , GCH1 (Schott et al., 1993) and P2RX7 (Chen and Brosnan, 2006) . The second major process group emerging from the functional genomics analysis of the key evidence for genetic modulation of clinical chronic pain was nitric oxide signaling, in particular metabolic processes, summarized in this context under the GO term "reactive oxygen species metabolic process" which includes the genes IL6 (Deakin et al., 1995) , TNF (Deakin et al., 1995; Katusic et al., 1998) , ESR1 (Clapauch et al., 2014), IL10 (Cattaruzza et al., 2003) , GCH1 (Katusic et al., 1998; Zhang et al., 2007) , IL1B (Katusic et al., 1998) , IL4 (Coccia et al., 2000) , P2RX7 (Gendron et al., 2003) , SOD2 (Fridovich, 1978) . Furthermore, catecholamines including noradrenaline, adrenaline and dopamine have multiple functions in the brain and spinal cord including pain perception and processing (D'Mello and Dickenson, 2008) . Catechol-Omethyltransferase, encoded by the COMT gene, is one of several enzymes that degrade dopamine, noradrenaline and adrenaline FIGURE 4 | Top-down representation of the annotations (GO terms) representing the taxonomy of the functional differences between the set of d = 77 genes included in the proposed NGS panel of persisting pain and two alternative proposals of genes modulating persisting pain in humans (Mogil, 2012; Zorina-Lichtenwalter et al., 2016) . The figure represents the results of an over-representation analysis of the present set of d = 77 genes against the reference comprising the set intersection of the alternative gene lists. A p-value threshold of 0.01 and Bonferroni α-correction were applied. Significant terms are shown as colored circles with the number of member genes, the number of expected genes by change and the significance of the deviation of the observed from the expected number of genes indicated (yellow = headline, red = significant term, blue = significant term located as a leave at the end of a taxonomy in the polyhierarchy). The graphical representation follows the standard of the GO knowledgebase, where GO terms are related to each other by "is-a," "part-of," and "regulates" relationships forming a polyhierarchy organized in a directed acyclic graph (DAG, Thulasiraman and Swamy, 1992) . The figure has been created using our R library "dbtORA" (https://github.com/IME-TMP-FFM/dbtORA, Lippmann et al., 2018) on the R software package (version 3.4.2 for Linux; http://CRAN.R-project.org/, R Development Core Team, 2008) and the freely available graph visualization software GraphViz (http://www.graphviz.org, Gansner and North, 2000) .
and has become one of the most frequently addressed genes in pain research (Nackley et al., 2006) .
Finally, subset #3 (d = 30) consists of genes repeatedly shown to play a role in the genetic modulation of persisting pain in humans or, by contrast, included a few novel items only recently published in the context of pain. This included members of the transient receptor potential (TRP) family (TRPA1, TRPM8, TRPV4) that are expressed at nociceptors and which are well established players in the perception of pain via their excitation by chemical, thermal or mechanical stimuli (Clapham, 2003) . This similarly applies to the opioidergic system represented by the inclusion of the genes coding for the major opioid receptors (OPRM1, OPRK1 OPRD1), which have been associated with variations in pain or opioid response in various settings . The most important of this group, the µ-opioid receptor encoded by the OPRM1 gene, carriers several variants of which the 118 A>G (rs1799971) has been studied most extensively since the early description of its association with a functional phenotype in humans (Lötsch et al., 2002) .
Almost half of the present sets of genes were chosen based on a computational functional genomics analysis that attributed persisting pain to GO processes of "learning or memory" and "nervous system development" (Ultsch et al., 2016) as likely to reflect systemic features of persisting pain. This implied a functional bias and therefore, the present set of d = 77 genes (Figure 4) was analyzed whether this bias prevailed when comparing it with the alternative sets of human genes proposed to modulate persisting pain (Mogil, 2012; ZorinaLichtenwalter et al., 2016) . As applied previously (Lippmann et al., 2018) , the biological roles of the set of d = 77 genes were queried from the Gene Ontology knowledgebase (GO) 
Frontiers in Pharmacology | www.frontiersin.org means of over-representation analysis (ORA). This compared the occurrence of the particular GO terms associated with the present set of genes with their expected occurrence by chance (Backes et al., 2007) . In contrast to enrichment analysis, any quantitative criteria such as gene expression values are disregarded (Backes et al., 2007) . The analyses were performed using our R library "dbtORA" (Lippmann et al., 2018) 12 on the R software environment (version 3.4.2 for Linux; R Development Core Team, 2008) 13 . Surprisingly, the results of this analysis indicated that the functional bias of the present gene set toward "learning or memory" (GO:0007611) and "nervous system development" (GO:0007399) was not maintained against the alternative gene sets. Instead, a few more general GO terms such as "behavior" ("single organism behavior, " GO:0044708), or "response to organic cyclic compound" (GO:0014070) and response to alkaloid (GO:0043279), which could be identified as morphine and cocaine when repeating the analysis with a less conservative α-correction (further details not shown), were overrepresented, as well as the pain specific term "sensory perception of pain" (GO:0019233). A possible explanation that the selection bias of 12 https://github.com/IME-TMP-FFM/dbtORA 13 http://CRAN.R-project.org/ the present gene set was not maintained when comparing it with alternative proposals is that the two biological processes, "learning or memory" and "nervous system development, " reflect indeed an important biological function of persisting pain and even when choosing candidate genes without having these processes in mind as for the alternative gene sets, they are nevertheless included. This may be regarded as support for the present gene set as suitable candidates for future association studies with persisting pain phenotypes.
Although the present gene set has been assembled with a focus of a relevance to pain, many of its members have pharmacological implications. Specifically, 58 of the 77 genes (75%) have been chosen as targets of analgesics, approved or under current clinical development (Table 3) . Moreover, several of the genes in the present NGS panel have been implicated in pharmacogenetic modulations of drug effects (Table 4) . Possibly the most widely studied gene in analgesic research is OPRM1 because coding for the primary target of opioids (Peiro et al., 2016) . Several polymorphisms have been described in OPRM1, among which the best characterized may be rs1799971 (OPRM1 118A>G) that leads to an asparagine to aspartate substitution at the extracellular terminal of the receptor protein (Bond et al., 1998) . May studies have addressed this variant (for reviews, see Walter et al., 2013; Somogyi et al., 2015) . The information was derived by literature search and by querying the Pharmacogenetics Research Network/Knowledge base at http://www.pharmgkb.org (accessed in July 2018). Only key or example references are given.
Summarizing its effects, the variant is associated with decreased receptor expression and signaling efficiency (Oertel et al., 2012) which leads to reproducibly reduced pharmacodynamic effects in human experimental settings while the effect size seems insufficient to be a major factor of opioid response in clinical settings, despite several reports of modulations of opioid demands or side effects. For example, subjects carrying the 118A>G variant were found to have a reduced response to morphine treatment (Hwang et al., 2014) , reduced analgesic response to alfentanil (Oertel et al., 2006) and demanded higher doses of morphine for pain relief (Klepstad et al., 2004; Hwang et al., 2014) . However, the importance of this variant seems to be comparatively high in patients with an Asian ethnic background, which might be related to the higher allelic frequency as compared to other ethnicities. COMT is a key modulator of dopaminergic neurotransmission and in the signaling response to opioids The Val158Met polymorphism (rs4680) causes an amino acid substitution in the enzyme, which reduced the enzyme active to a forth (Peiro et al., 2016) . Carriers of the homozygous Met/Met variant had lower morphine requirements than those with a the wild type COMT (Rakvag et al., 2005) . Furthermore, a modulation of the effects of TRPV1 targeting analgesics is supported by observations that intronic TRPV1 variants were associated with insensitivity to capsaicin (Park et al., 2007) while the coding TRPV1 variant rs8065080 was associated with altered responses to experimentally induced pain (Kim et al., 2004) . Moreover, gain-of-function mutations in TRPV1 have been associated with increased pain sensitivity (Boukalova et al., 2014) , for which TRPV1 antagonists would enable a specific pharmacogenetics-based personalized cure.
CONCLUSION
The breakthrough in mapping the whole human genome (Lander et al., 2001; Venter et al., 2001 ) along with genome wide association studies (GWAS) has led to rapid advances in the knowledge of the genetic bases of human diseases (Wellcome Trust Case Control and Consortium, 2007) . Genetic research in pain medicine has directed to the recognition of genes in which variants influence pain behavior, post-operative drug requirements, and the temporal developments of pain toward persistence (James, 2013) . While many candidate gene association studies have identified multiple genes relevant for pain phenotypes (Fillingim et al., 2008) , pain related genetic studies have so far been owned by investigations of a limited number of genes. Roughly ten genes or gene complexes account for over half of the extant findings and several of these candidate gene associations have held up in replication (Mogil, 2012) . The selection of variants has been limited and they have been addressed in most studies repeatedly, leading to the perception that genetic research in pain produces often unsatisfactory results (Mogil, 2009 
